Diary of an Unborn Baby

**Day 1** Fertilization: all human chromosomes are present, and a unique life begins.

**Day 6** The embryo begins implanting in the uterus.

**Day 22** The heart begins to beat with the child's own blood, often with a different blood type than the mother's.

**Week 5** Eyes, legs, and hands begin to develop.

**Week 6** Brain waves are detectable\(^1\). The mouth and lips are present, and fingers are forming\(^2\).

**Week 7** Eyelids and toes form. The baby now has a distinct nose and is kicking and swimming\(^3\).

**Week 8** Every organ is in place\(^4\); bones\(^5\), fingerprints\(^6\) begin to form.

**Weeks 9 & 10** Teeth begin to form, fingernails develop\(^5\); baby can turn head\(^5\) and frown\(^2\).

**Week 11** Baby can grasp object placed in hand\(^3\).

**Week 17** Baby can have dream (REM) sleep\(^7\).

MORE THAN NUMBERS

There have been **more than 57 million abortions** in the U.S. since 1973.

There were over **1,058,000 abortions** in 2011. That is nearly **2,900 abortions per day, 120 per hour, 1 every 30 seconds**.

Of all pregnancies that resulted in either live birth or abortion in 2011, **21.2% resulted in abortion**.

The War On The Unborn

+= 1 Million Lives

Abortions in the U.S. Since 1973:

American Casualties from every war since 1775:
Why do women have abortions?

SOCIAL REASONS 93%

“HARD CASES” 7%

A November 2014 poll by The Polling Company™ found that only 13% of Americans held the position that abortion should be legal for any reason and essentially at any time during pregnancy, the doctrine of the Supreme Court Roe vs. Wade decision.

ABORTION AS BIG BUSINESS

Using the average cost of $451 per abortion, the abortion business is at least a $477 million a year industry.

Although abortions in the U.S. have declined since 1990, the percentage of abortions for which Planned Parenthood is responsible has steadily increased from 8% in 1990 to more than 30% today. Planned Parenthood is now responsible for nearly 1/3 of all abortions in the U.S.

HOW THINGS HAVE CHANGED

Planned Parenthood in 1963:
“An abortion kills the life of the baby after it has begun.”

Planned Parenthood Today:
While dropping in the U.S. as a whole, abortions performed at PPFA clinics during the same time frame (1990-2010) have increased by 255%.

Estimated 2014 Planned Parenthood Revenues from Abortion:

$147,771,503.00